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SUMMARY5

6

Significant land uplift and horizontal motions have been recorded with Global Navigation7

Satellite Systems (GNSS) in areas such as Alaska, Iceland, and the Northern Antarctic Penin-8

sula (NAP) as a result of Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) due to ice melt after the Little Ice9

Age. Here, analysis of horizontal displacement rates can be of extra importance, as they are10

more sensitive to Earth properties in shallower layers than vertical displacement rates. Proper11

modelling of horizontal displacement rates with dedicated GIA models requires a spherical12

Earth with compressible rheology. However, in these small areas, the employed GIA models13

are often incompressible using a cartesian geometry to ease computation and in some cases14

allow for lateral viscosity changes or more complex rheology. We investigate the validity of15

modelled horizontal displacement rates using different approximations, i.e. using spherical or16

cartesian Earth structures, and incompressible, material compressible or compressible rheol-17

ogy. While the lack of self-gravity and sphericity compensate each other in the vertical, this18

is less the case for the horizontal. For a disc ice sheet with a radius just over 200 km and a19

thickness of 1,000 m, differences due to sphericity are minimal, and the modelled horizontal20

displacement rates of compressible cartesian models differ from those simulated by a com-21

pressible spherical model by 0.63 mm/a. Thus, compressible cartesian GIA models can be22
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2 Reusen et al.

applied for modelling horizontal displacement rates of small ice sheets like those in Alaska,23

Iceland, and NAP. Unfortunately, the implementation of compressibility in Abaqus that we24

use here cannot be extended to spherical models as gravity can not be specified for a spherical25

body. Other modelling approaches are recommended in such cases.26

Key words: Finite element method, Glaciology, Loading of the Earth, Mechanics, theory, and27

modelling28

1 INTRODUCTION29

In understanding Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) the observed horizontal motions of the crust30

generally receive less attention than the vertical motions, even though these horizontal motions31

are found to be very sensitive to lateral and radial variations in viscosity (e.g., Gasperini et al.32

1990; O’Keefe & Wu 2002; Kaufmann et al. 2005; Latychev et al. 2005; Steffen et al. 2006;33

Hermans et al. 2018; Vardić et al. 2022). In addition, horizontal motions are significantly affected34

by compressibility (James & Lambert 1993; Mitrovica et al. 1994; Johnston et al. 1997; Tanaka35

et al. 2011), which is not supported by several commonly used GIA models.36

In particular, GIA models which neglect sphericity generally do not include compressibility.37

To our knowledge, the only exceptions are Wolf et al. (1985), which is based on a uniform Earth38

model, and Klemann et al. (2003) which is no longer in use (Klemann, personal communication).39

Such ’cartesian models’, as we will call them in the following, have been used for several ap-40

plications. However, cartesian models either assume incompressibility (e.g., Ivins & James 1999;41

Larsen et al. 2003, 2004; Pagli et al. 2007; Schotman et al. 2008; Árnadóttir et al. 2009; Zwinger42

et al. 2020), or use material compressibility only (e.g., Kaufmann et al. 2005; Steffen et al. 2006;43

Lund et al. 2009; Auriac et al. 2013; Nield et al. 2018; Marsman et al. 2021). The latter refers44

to models in which the material is compressible, i.e. it has a Poisson ratio below 0.5, but the45

buoyancy forces are not adjusted for the change in density due to compressibility (Klemann et al.46

2003). However, it is currently unclear how accurate the approximation of material compressibility47

is compared to full compressibility, where the internal buoyancy force is included in the equation48

of motion. Compressibility can also be approximated by adjusting the flexural rigidity, which is49
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Horizontal motions from GIA models 3

most accurate for smaller wavelength signals (Tanaka et al. 2011). Cartesian models are attractive50

because they provide a means to incorporate high spatial resolution and 3D variations in Earth51

structure with small computation times. In the following we will refer to models that can deal with52

3D variations in Earth model parameters as 3D models.53

Cartesian GIA models provide sufficient accuracy for the vertical deformation for ice sheets54

up to the size of the Fennoscandian ice sheet (Amelung & Wolf 1994; Wu & Johnston 1998), but55

for horizontal deformation this has been less thoroughly investigated. In this study, we will explore56

to what extent cartesian models can be used for GIA studies, for incompressible, material com-57

pressible, and fully compressible models. We thereby test a recently highlighted implementation58

of compressibility, and investigate possibilities to extend this to a spherical geometry.59

We aim to answer the following research questions:60

(1) How can we implement full compressibility in cartesian GIA models of Abaqus?61

(2) How well are horizontal motions approximated by a cartesian model with (i) incompress-62

ibility, (ii) material compressibility and (iii) full compressibility as compared to a fully compress-63

ible spherical model?64

We focus on the horizontal motions, as the effect of compressibility on the horizontal is larger,65

and the observations are to date relatively underused. To answer the first research question, we66

implement compressibility using the method of Hampel et al. (2019) for cartesian multi-layer67

models in Abaqus. We also briefly examine the method of Hampel et al. (2019) for spherical GIA68

models, but conclude that the method cannot be implemented in spherical models. We compare69

the cartesian model with a spherical compressible 1D model based on a semi-analytical method,70

and we include a case study of glacial unloading on top of a low-viscous mantle representative71

of the mantle in West Antarctica, Alaska, and Iceland. This provides recommendations for what72

applications the cartesian model, compressible or incompressible, can be used regarding analysis73

of horizontal motions and their observation.74
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2 THEORY75

The software Abaqus is based on the finite element (FE) method. Two different implementations76

are described, which have been used in the modelling of the loading scenarios: (1) a model em-77

ploying Elastic Foundations (EF, Wu 2004), similar to the model in Schotman et al. (2008), and78

(2) a "Non-linear geometry with explicit Gravity" (NG) model, described in Hampel et al. (2019).79

The EF model is employed in many GIA studies (e.g., Li et al. 2020; Lund et al. 2009; Nield et al.80

2022; Steffen et al. 2006; van der Wal et al. 2015), and has been benchmarked for incompressible81

material parameters in Spada et al. (2011). It is used to validate the NG model implementation for82

the incompressible case. We start with a description of the governing equations of GIA, and how83

this is handled by the EF model. Afterwards, we introduce how the finite element equations are84

solved in Abaqus to better understand what is done in the NG model, and its differences with the85

EF model.86

The conservation of momentum equation for external loading of a compressible Earth lin-87

earized with respect to hydrostatic equilibrium is given by (Wu & Peltier 1982):88

∇ · τ −∇ (u · ρ0g0r̂)− ρ′g0r̂ − ρ0∇φ′ = 0. (1)

Here, τ is the Cauchy stress matrix, u is the displacement vector, ρ0 and g0 are the hydrostatic89

background density and gravity, respectively, r̂ is the unit vector in the radial direction, ρ′ denotes90

the density perturbation with respect to the hydrostatic background state, and φ′ is the perturbation91

in the gravitational potential. Equation 1 contains four terms. The first term is the divergence92

of stress. The second term is the restoring force of isostasy (Wu 2004), which is an upwards93

force preventing the ice load from sinking indefinitely. The third term is the internal buoyancy94

force, caused by the change in the density of the individual elements due to dilatation. The density95

perturbation that is added to equation 1 is derived from the mass conservation equation (Backus96

1967):97

ρ′ = −∇ · (ρ0u) . (2)
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Horizontal motions from GIA models 5

For incompressible models, changes in density are zero (i.e. ρ′ = 0) and the third term in equation98

1 disappears. The fourth term in equation 1 represents the self-gravity. We will neglect the self-99

gravity in the cartesian models as this is not typically included in earlier studies with such models,100

partly because it is found to compensate the lack of sphericity (Amelung & Wolf 1994). However,101

it is present in the spherical NMM model that we use for validation, so we need to quantify that102

effect. In compressible models, the gravitational potential responds to a change in the density of103

the elements. The perturbed potential can be derived from Poisson’s equation (Wu & Peltier 1982):104

∇2φ′ = 4πGρ′. (3)

Here G is the gravitational constant. The corresponding boundary conditions for the GIA problem105

are summarised below.106

2.1 Boundary conditions107

The general boundary conditions are (Cathles 1975; Wu 2004):108

(i) at the surface of the Earth, [τrr]r=0 = -σg0, where σ is the surface mass density of the ice109

load, and r is the depth, where r = 0 corresponds to the surface and is defined positive downwards.110

In other words, the normal stress at the surface is equal to the applied pressure due to the load. For111

shear stresses, we have [τrθ]r=0 = 0.112

(ii) At internal boundaries, there should not be a discontinuity in the stress and the displace-113

ments. For the stress this implies [τrr]r+r− = [τrθ]r+r− = 0, and for the displacement this translates to114

[u]r+r− = 0.115

(iii) At the Core-Mantle Boundary (CMB), the fluid core is simulated by setting the normal116

stress equal to the multiplication of the core density, ρf , with gravity, g0, and with the radial117

displacement at the CMB, ur: [τrr]r=−H = ρfg0ur. Here H is the depth to the CMB. In Abaqus,118

the core is simulated by employing a Winkler foundation at the model bottom with a magnitude119

equal to ρfg0. The tangential stresses vanish at the CMB, and there is continuity of displacement,120

i.e. [u]r+r− = 0.121
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6 Reusen et al.

2.2 The EF method122

Here, we briefly review the method that uses elastic foundations and a stress transformation (Wu123

2004). The setup of the model is illustrated in Figure 1a. Abaqus differentiates between small-124

displacement and large-displacement analyses (Table 1) via the non-linear geometry keyword (NL-125

GEOM; Abaqus 2021 documentation, Hibbitt et al. 2016). The elements in a small-displacement126

analysis used by Wu (2004) do not carry the information of the stress with them. Therefore, buoy-127

ancy forces associated with density changes are not included in the stiffness matrix. Moreover, the128

stiffness matrix is linear, as there is no dependence on the prior displacement. Using this method,129

we need to manually add an isostatic restoring force to prevent the load from sinking indefinitely130

(Wu 1992; Purcell 1998). To still satisfy the equation of motion (equation 1), the following stress131

transformation is performed (Wu 2004):132

t = τ − ρ0g0urI. (4)

Here τ is the stress, t the transformed stress, and ur the displacement in the radial direction. The133

divergence of the transformed stress now becomes equal to the divergence of the stress plus the134

isostatic restoring force term:135

∇ · t = ∇ · τ − ρ0g0∇ur. (5)

The equation of motion for non-self gravitating incompressible models reads136

∇ · τ −∇ (u · ρ0g0r̂) = 0. (6)

Equation 6 is the same as Equation 1, but without internal buoyancy (third term in Equation 1)137

and self-gravity (fourth term in Equation 1). With the stress transformation of Equation 5, we can138

write the equation of motion for non self-gravitating incompressible models as139

∇ · t = 0, (7)
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which can then be solved by Abaqus. The boundary conditions are changed because of the stress140

transformation, and are listed in the next subsection.141

2.2.1 Boundary conditions for the EF method142

The boundary conditions for the transformed stress are as follows (Wu 2004):143

(i) at the surface of the Earth, [trr + ρ0g0ur]r=0 = -σg0. This is the same as before, but now144

with an extra term due to the substitution of t for τ . The boundary conditions for the shear stresses145

are not affected by the stress transformation: [τrθ]r=0 = 0.146

(ii) at internal boundaries, we again need continuity in the stress and displacement. For the147

normal stress we obtain [trr]r+r− = (ρ− − ρ+) g0ur. For the shear stress and the displacement, we148

have [τrθ]r+r− = 0, and [u]r+r− = 0.149

(iii) at the CMB, the boundary condition is also altered, as now the difference in density150

between the solid lower mantle, ρs and the fluid core, ρf , is the required quantity (Wu 2004):151

[trr]r=−H = (ρf − ρs) g0ur. Again, the tangential stresses vanish at the CMB, and [u]r+r− = 0.152

These boundary conditions are satisfied by applying elastic foundations at the boundaries with153

a magnitude equal to the density difference (∆ρ) across the layer multiplied with the background154

gravity g0. The elastic foundations act as a stabilizing force, as they work in the direction opposite155

to the radial displacement, and their magnitude increases with the radial displacement. The elastic156

foundations only work for horizontal boundaries, while inclined boundaries can be simulated using157

springs (Schmidt et al. 2012). The drawback of the EF method is that it is not possible to adapt the158

model to allow for compressibility (Bängtsson & Lund 2008) as the internal buoyancy force is not159

represented in the stiffness matrix.160

2.3 The NG method161

The second approach was described by Hampel et al. (2019) using the ’geometrically non-linear162

formulation’ (N) in Abaqus and also explicitly applying a gravitational force (G), which we will163

label as NG. This approach has been used in studies on the interaction between ice caps and faults164

(e.g., Hampel & Hetzel 2006; Turpeinen et al. 2008; Hampel et al. 2009).165
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Ice load

Layer 1

Layer 2

Elastic
Foundations

Gravity

Ice load

Initial
stress

Layer 1

Layer 2

b)a)

Lithostatic
pressure

Initial
stress

Elastic
Foundations

Elastic
Foundations

Figure 1. Schematic of a) the EF, and b) the NG model approaches. In grey are the forces and stresses

specific to the NG approach.

A complete description of how Abaqus solves the governing Equations is shown in Section 1 of166

the Supplementary material. In the current Section, we start with the finite-element formulation of167

the momentum equilibrium, Equation S.10, and solve for the nodal displacements by employing168

Newton’s method. At iteration increment k, the nodal displacements ũkM are assumed and the169

residual, RN(ũkM), is calculated, where RN is equal to the left hand side of equation S.10. If the170

Table 1. The differences between the NG and EF methods within Abaqus, see also schematic Figure 1

Method Non-linear geometry with Gravity (NG) Elastic Foundations (EF)

Forces Ice load, Gravity Ice load

Initial stress applied Yes No

Spin-up steps: 1. Static step (w/ gravity only) -

2. Viscous step (w/ gravity only) -

Ice loading steps: 3. Static step (w/ ice load & gravity) 1. Static step (w/ ice load)

4. Viscous step (w/ ice load & gravity) 2. Viscous step (w/ ice load)
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residual is larger than a tolerance value, the residual is calculated again for a new increment:171

ũk+1
M = ũkM + δũM . Here δũM is calculated as follows (Nguyen & Waas 2016):172

δũM = −
(
∂RN

∂ũM

)−1
RN(ũkM) = −K−1NMRN(ũkM). (8)

Thus, for the Newton method used in a non-linear analysis of Abaqus, the Jacobian, ∂RN

∂ũM
, of173

the FE equations is considered (Hibbitt et al. 2016). This Jacobian is the stiffness matrix KNM ,174

which is sum of the stiffness matrix for the small-displacement analysis that is given by equation175

S.13, K0
NM , the initial stress matrix, Kσ

NM , and the load stiffness matrix, KL
NM :176

KNM = K0
NM +Kσ

NM +KL
NM . (9)

The initial stress matrix is based on the current state of stress:177

Kσ
NM =

∫
V0

τ c : ∂NβMdV0, (10)

where τ c is the conjugate of the stress, and βM the strain-displacement matrix. The load stiffness178

matrix is179

KL
NM = −

∫
S

NT
M ·QS

NdS −
∫
V

NT
M ·QV

NdV. (11)

The two terms on the right hand side of equation 11 are the surface and volume load stiffness180

matrices, respectively. They include QN , the variation of the surface and volume load vectors with181

the nodal variables, pre-multiplied by the transpose of the interpolation functions NM .182

In short, Abaqus describes the basic FE equations in integral form using a stiffness matrix to183

describe the divergence of stress (first term in equation 1), an initial stress matrix for the stress-184

stiffening effects (i.e. to include buoyancy, second term in equation 1), and a load stiffness matrix185

for the dependence of gravity loading on the current density (i.e. to calculate the internal buoyancy,186

the third term in equation 1). The initial stress matrix and load stiffness matrix are only included187

in a non-linear analysis (Abaqus keyword NLGEOM, Hibbitt et al. 2016). The procedure is non-188

linear as the stiffness matrix is now dependent on the displacement within the model.189
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Gravity loading needs to be applied explicitly to each layer (Table 1) for the correct calculation190

of the initial stress matrix (equation 10) and the load stiffness matrix (equation 11). As input for191

the gravity, we only need the value of the gravitational acceleration in the respective layer, and192

the associated changes in density are calculated automatically (Freed et al. 2014). An initial stress193

and a lithostatic pressure are applied to prevent any model displacements to take place due to the194

gravity loading (Figure 1b) as in Hampel et al. (2019). For our multi-layer model, the initial stress195

in each layer is equal to the weight of the overlying layers:196

σN+1 =
N∑
i=0

ρigihi, (12)

with N the number of the layers, where i = 0 is the surface layer, and i increases for deeper197

layers. ρi, gi, and hi are the density, gravity, and thickness of the ith layer, respectively. For the198

uppermost layer (i = 0): σ0 = 0. A lithostatic pressure is needed at the bottom of the model to199

simulate the initial stress in the core, which is calculated in the same way. An elastic foundation is200

present at the core-mantle boundary.201

The usage of the NG approach requires two so-called spin-up steps before we apply an ice load202

(see Table 1 and Hampel et al. (2019)). This is necessary to obtain a stable pre-stressed equilbrium203

configuration. First we run a static step, in which only elastic behaviour is considered. In this step,204

the gravity balances the initial stress to minimize residual displacements. Following Hampel et al.205

(2019), we then run a viscous step of 10 thousand years (ka). After these two spin-up steps, an ice206

load is added and the loading scenario is performed. The run time of this approach is 5-10 min207

longer than a similar simulation that uses the EF approach, which does not require spin-up steps,208

on a total simulation time of 4-5 hours.209

3 BENCHMARK SETUP210

We use a spherical GIA model, labeled as SM, based on the normal mode method (NMM) for211

validation of the implementation of the FE models for radially symmetric Earth models. The SM212

model and the benchmark setup, i.e. the ice load and the Earth rheology and structure, are ex-213
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plained next. We identified 5 contributions for variations between the model results: (1) the dif-214

ference in approach of the finite-element method (NG or EF), (2) the presence of sphericity, (3)215

the inclusion of self-gravity, (4) the different Earth models in the compressible runs, and (5) the216

approximation introduced by the FE method in general, which is controlled by the spatial resolu-217

tion. Of these, contributions (4) and (5) are expected to have only a minor effect, and thus they218

are only briefly discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, while the others represent the main goals of our219

investigation and these will be discussed in Section 4.220

3.1 The normal mode model221

In models that employ the Normal Mode Method (NMM), the variables are expanded in spherical222

harmonics and the system of differential equations is solved analytically in the spectral domain.223

The NMM is presented in detail in Peltier (1974) and Wu & Peltier (1982). Self-gravity is included224

in the NMM model, meaning that the fourth term in equation 1 is included, and equation 3 is solved225

(Table 2).226

The NMM code we use is ICEAGE (Kaufmann 2004), described in Kaufmann & Lambeck227

(2000).The Green’s functions represent the response functions and are derived from the viscoelas-228

tic load Love numbers determined by the code. All variables are expanded using spherical har-229

monics in order to solve the system of differential equations. The spherical harmonic expansion is230

truncated at degree 256, which corresponds to a spatial resolution of about 80 km. We tested the231

effect of the maximum spherical harmonic degree truncation on our results. Increasing the max-232

imum spherical harmonic degree from 256 to 512 results in a maximum difference in horizontal233

deformation of only 0.01 m, situated around the ice edge (Supplementary Figure 1). As the origi-234

nal displacements are several tens of meters in the horizontal, this effect is deemed insignificant.235

An overview of the models employed in this study is shown in Table 2.236

3.2 The loading scenarios237

Here we describe the loading scenario in the experiment to validate the method of Hampel et al.238

(2019) for cartesian multi-layer models. Respective changes are discussed in Section 4.2.239
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Table 2. The models employed in the study, the geometry, Poisson’s ratio, terms included in each model, and

the Figures in which the respective models appear. The letter "I" in the model name refers to incompressible

models.

Name Coord ν ρ′g0r̂ ρ0∇φ′ Figures

SM Spherical Table 3 Y Y 4a, 5, 6

SM-I Spherical 0.5 − − 2, 3, 4a, 6

NG Cartesian Table 3 Y N 4b, 5, 6

NG-I Cartesian 0.5 − − 2, 3, 4b

EF Cartesian Table 3 N N 4c, 5, 6

EF-I Cartesian 0.5 − − 2, 3, 4c, 6

An ice load similar to that in Spada et al. (2011) is used, which is a pillbox with a constant240

thickness of 1,000 m and a fixed radius. We employ discs with five radii between 222 and 1,111241

km, in 222-km steps, to test the effect of the extent of the ice sheet on the accuracy of the cartesian242

model. This is equivalent to roughly 2 to 10 latitudinal degrees, in 2-degree steps, respectively.243

The density of the ice is 931 kg/m3. The load is applied instantaneously to the model (after the244

necessary spin-up in case of the NG model), after which a simulation is run for 10 ka during which245

the load remains on the model. The displacement results are evaluated after 10 ka of loading, to246

agree with the benchmark studies of Spada et al. (2011) and Martinec et al. (2018).247

The models are all benchmarked for the disc load example with the respective Earth model of248

Spada et al. (2011) in Section 3 of the supplementary material. The vertical displacements of the249

two FE models and SM match well with output from FastLove-HiDeg, a NMM implementation250

by Vermeersen & Sabadini (1997) and Riva & Vermeersen (2002) that has been benchmarked in251

Spada et al. (2011). Vertical displacements between FastLove-HiDeg and the respective models252

differ less than 3% for the 222 km radius ice load, and less than 2.5% for an ice sheet with a 1,111253

km radius.254

3.3 Earth model255

The Earth model employed in the following experiments is determined by what we can employ in256

the compressible SM model. The ICEAGE code requires a high resolution of material parameter257
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variations to suppress the growth of unstable Rayleigh-Taylor modes (Plag & Jüttner 1995; Hanyk258

et al. 1999; Vermeersen & Mitrovica 2000) that may occur due to unstable density stratification in-259

duced by compressional deformation (Wong & Wu 2019). In contrast, FE methods employ a rather260

coarse horizontal depth model with a few material parameter changes only to reduce the number of261

nodes and elements. Such a model with several tens of km thick homogeneous layers of constant262

density and bulk modulus would result in unstable conditions in compressible SM models. We263

employ the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM, Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) for the264

compressible SM, and use 8 layers with volume averages of the PREM values in all other models,265

including the incompressible SM (Table 3). The depths of the 8 layers are chosen to minimize the266

differences in the velocities due to different material-parameter layer approximations.267

The presence of a density inversion in the volume averaged density profile requires a negative268

elastic foundation in the EF model. Hampel et al. (2019) outlined that this would be impossible269

in Abaqus. Indeed this cannot be done in the Abaqus/CAE frontend, but it can be done directly in270

the input file or by applying the foundation at the bottom face of the element above the boundary271

instead of the top face of the element below the boundary. As the negative density jump at 80 km272

is only 9 kg/m3, we omit the use of an elastic foundation at this boundary in the EF model.273

We quantified the effect of the Earth model approximation using incompressible models for274

the horizontal displacements and for the horizontal displacement rates in Section 4 of the Sup-275

plementary Materials. This difference will determine how well we can validate the cartesian NG276

model. Its effect fluctuates around 5% of the horizontal displacement for both the 222 and 1,111277

km radius ice sheet, with a peak to at most 12% at the ice edge for the larger ice sheet. For the278

horizontal displacement rates, the effect is a bit less than 10% below the ice load, decreasing to279

5% just outside of the ice edge.280

3.4 Resolution in the finite element models281

The resolution selected in the FE model is a trade-off between accuracy and computation time.282

The vertical resolution is only 1 km in SM. In the FE models, it is not feasible to use as many283

layers. We ran several resolution tests and find that the results are most sensitive to the horizontal284
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Table 3. The Earth model parameters for the 8 layer configuration. Values are volume averages derived

from PREM. The depth is defined positive downwards.

Layer From To Density Young’s modulus Viscosity Gravity Poisson’s ratio

(km) (km) (kg/m3) (×1012 Pa) (×1021 Pa s) (m s−2)

1 0 25 2,895.7506 0.1091 − 9.8356 0.2638

2 25 80 3,376.7141 0.1721 − 9.8499 0.2803

3 80 220 3,365.9506 0.1638 1 9.8862 0.2874

4 220 400 3,501.3442 0.1981 1 9.9424 0.3000

5 400 670 3,910.8079 0.2858 1 9.9968 0.2960

6 670 2,891 5,215.9378 0.6590 2 10.1826 0.2974

7 2,891 5,149.5 10,750 0 0 7.1302 0.5000

8 5,149.5 6,371 13,000 0.4721 0 2.0626 0.4437

resolution. Differences are less than 1 m between a horizontal resolution of 27 and 54 km (0.25285

and 0.5 lateral degrees, respectively). We therefore opt for a horizontal resolution of ∼27 km and286

do not aim for a higher horizontal resolution. Furthermore, each of the 8 Earth layers is divided287

into 4 FE layers in the vertical direction. We use this resolution in the region covering the inner288

2,200 km of the model. The total width of the model is 20,000 km, and the outer region has a289

coarser resolution of ∼550 km (5 degrees in lateral extent). This setup with a higher resolution290

in the region below and close to the ice sheet is similar to the setup of the cartesian models in291

Schotman et al. (2008) and Marsman et al. (2021). Using 16 cores, a computation time is achieved292

of roughly 4-4.5 hours for the incompressible and material compressible simulations, and 4.5-5293

hours for the compressible NG runs. We make use of hexahedral, 8 node elements of type C3D8H294

for the incompressible models and C3D8 for the compressible models (including models using295

material compressiblity).296

4 RESULTS297

Hampel et al. (2019) showed that the NG method works for incompressible homogeneous half298

space models and for incompressible shallow (i.e. 100 km deep) cartesian models consisting of299

two layers. In principle, the NG method is suitable to deal with compressibility, and this was tested300
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for the shallow two layer cartesian models (Hampel et al. 2019). To allow the usage of the method301

to model glacial loading scenarios, the model needs to include a lithosphere and the mantle down302

to the core-mantle boundary. We extend their model to the core of the Earth by incorporating the 8-303

layer approximation, and make the model compressible by changing Poisson’s ratio to the values304

listed in Table 3. We apply a disc load of 1,111 km (as described in Section 3.2), and compare305

the horizontal displacement of the NG and EF models against results from SM to understand the306

differences.307

We distinguish three forms of compressibility: (1) full compressibility including the effect308

of compressibility on self-gravity in equation 3, (2) full compressibility without self-gravity, and309

(3) material compressibility (Klemann et al. 2003). The full compressible models differ from the310

material compressible model in that they include the internal buoyancy force in the equation of311

motion (equation 1). The compressible version of SM simulates (1), NG reproduces (2), and EF312

can only include (3).313

4.1 Displacements314

4.1.1 Incompressible model results315

First, we investigate three effects mentioned at the start of Section 3: the approach taken by the FE316

method, sphericity, and self-gravity. We isolate the first effect by comparing results from the EF-I317

and NG-I models. Comparing these cartesian models with SM then gives us the combined effect318

of the second and the third. Amelung & Wolf (1994) noted that self-gravity compensates for the319

sphericity in the vertical. We examine if such a compensation is also present in the horizontal.320

Horizontal displacements underneath and outside of the ice sheet are positive (outwards) after321

10 ka of loading with a 1,111 km radius ice sheet for all models, with a (local) minimum at the322

ice sheet boundary (Figure 2). During loading, the mantle flow is outwards from the center of323

loading resulting in positive displacements, while lithospheric flexure results in a motion towards324

the center of the ice sheet (O’Keefe & Wu 2002). Horizontal lithospheric flexure is largest at the325

ice sheet boundary, explaining the location of the (local) minimum. The maximum value of the326

horizontal displacement is found outside of the ice sheet, and ranges from 20 m for NG-I and327
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Figure 2. Horizontal displacement after 10 ka of loading using an ice load 1,111 km in radius for (a) SM-I,

NG-I, and EF-I, and (b) the difference in percentage of NG-I and EF-I with SM-I. The edge of the ice load

is marked by a vertical grey dashed line.

EF-I to more than 35 m for SM. Overall, the cartesian models EF-I and NG-I are found to be328

in excellent agreement, especially in the near field (Figure 2a). Therefore, we conclude that the329

approach taken by the FE method only leads to insignificant changes using a complete Earth model330

from the surface of the Earth down to the core-mantle boundary.331

To investigate the effect of sphericity and self-gravity we compare the cartesian models with332

SM in Figure 2b. We observe a significant difference in simulated horizontal displacement of about333

40% below the load, increasing to more than 80% at the load edge (Figure 2b). Thus, where self-334

gravity partially compensates for the sphericity in the vertical (Amelung & Wolf 1994), this is not335

the case for the horizontal. In the next Section we test if a better agreement can be obtained using336

a smaller ice sheet, which minimises the effects of self-gravity (Pollitz 1997) and sphericity.337
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Figure 3. a) Horizontal displacement after 10 ka of loading as simulated by SM-I, NG-I, and EF-I, and b)

the difference of NG-I and EF-I with SM-I. The dashed and dotted lines are on top of each other in Figure

a. The edge of the ice load is marked by a vertical grey dashed line.

4.1.2 Displacements for a small ice sheet338

With an ice sheet 222 km (2 degrees) in radius, the modelled horizontal displacements are inwards339

below the ice sheet. This is a result of the lithospheric flexure that is dominant for an ice sheet340

with a small lateral extent. The displacements are smaller in magnitude, and only -15 m at most341

(Figure 3a). Differences between the incompressible cartesian and spherical models are less than342

20% below the load (Figure 3b). For such a small ice sheet, the agreement between cartesian and343

spherical models has significantly improved compared to the largest ice sheet of this study.344
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4.1.3 The effect of compressibility on the displacements345

To understand the effect of the different approximations for compressibility, we compare the in-346

compressible and compressible simulations. In all models, the effect is most pronounced at the ice347

margins, which is also illustrated by the volumetric strain in Section 6 of the Supplementary Ma-348

terials that shows the dilatation of the elements and is thereby a measure of the relative magnitude349

of compressibility. An increasing effect is seen for larger ice sheets in SM and NG, but not for350

EF (Figure 4). Evidently, including the internal buoyancy force leads to an increasing effect below351

and further outside the load. For the smallest ice sheet, the effect of compressibility in NG and352

SM is circa 5 and 6 m, respectively (on a total deflection of 20-40 m). For larger ice sheets, this353

effect increases to almost 25 m in both models. The resulting compressibility effect of SM and NG354

agrees to a large extent, but also exhibits minor differences, which are caused by the different Earth355

model and by the resolution, possibly combined with the effect of self-gravity on compressibility356

which is included in SM but not in NG.357

The effect of material compressibility on the horizontal displacement for EF is at most 3-4 m,358

independent of the size of the ice sheet (Figure 4c). Its effect peaks around the ice edge, where359

the density change due to deformation is largest (Figure S7). This is also where the flexure in the360

lithosphere is largest as this is where the slope in the vertical displacement is at its maximum. For361

small ice sheets, the material compressible EF model performs similar to the other compressible362

models. However, as the size of the ice sheets increase, the agreement deteriorates. Based on363

Figure 4, we conclude that material compressibility only approximates compressibility for small364

ice sheets, although NG outperforms EF even for such small ice sheets.365

4.1.4 Compressible model results366

With all the information from the previous Section we are now able to explain Figure 5 which367

shows the horizontal displacement of compressible and material compressible models after 10 ka368

of loading with an ice sheet 1,111 km in radius. Differences with respect to SM are smaller for369

EF (mostly less than 15% below the load) than for NG (50% almost everywhere, Figure 5b). The370

approximation of compressiblility as material compressibility in EF leads to a decent agreement371
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Figure 4. The effect of compressibility on the modelled horizontal displacements in (a) SM, (b) NG, and

(c) EF. SM-I uses the PREM Earth model, just like SM. The edges of the ice loads are marked by vertical

grey dashed lines.

with the spherical model. The lack of full compressibility in this approximation partly compen-372

sates for the lack of sphericity, leading to a better apparent agreement even though compressibility373

is modelled less accurately. Furthermore, we notice that for the 222 km radius ice sheet NG indeed374

matches the SM results better than EF (Figure 5c). The advantage of NG simulating compressibil-375

ity better than EF is unfortunately diminished by the effect of sphericity, and thus the NG approach376

is less applicable for modelling large ice sheets.377

4.2 Horizontal displacement rates378

The total horizontal displacement due to GIA cannot be observed, while the rate in horizontal379

displacement (the velocity) can be measured using Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)380

stations. Therefore we focus on the rates in the remainder, and assess the magnitude of modelling381

approximations.382

We aim to develop a case study that is representative for GIA in Iceland, Alaska, and NAP.383

Based on studies of those regions (e.g., Pagli et al. 2007; Árnadóttir et al. 2009; Elliott et al. 2010;384

Nield et al. 2014; Hu & Freymueller 2019), we select an elastic thickness of 80 km, and between385

80 km and 220 km we consider a low viscosity layer of 1 × 1019 Pa s. Below this layer down to386

670 km, we employ an upper mantle viscosity of 4× 1020 Pa s, the same value as in Fleming et al.387

(2007), Larsen et al. (2005), and Elliott et al. (2010). The lower mantle viscosity (below 670 km)388

is 1× 1022 Pa s. The ice load has a radius of 222 km, just as before in this paper. Due to the small389
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Figure 5. (a) Horizontal displacement after 10 ka of loading using ice loads 1,111 and 222 km in radius

for SM, NG, and EF, as well as the difference of NG and EF with SM for (b) the 1,111 km and (c) 222 km

radius ice sheets. The edges of the ice loads are marked by vertical grey dashed lines.

extent of the load, GIA is mainly sensitive to the upper layers, and the exact value of the lower390

mantle viscosity is less important (Fleming et al. 2007; Sato et al. 2011). We employ the PREM391

Earth model values for both incompressible and compressible SM simulations, and a layered Earth392

model with volume averages in the cartesian models. The thickness of the ice cap has been tuned393

so that the modelled vertical rates match the peak uplift rates observed in Alaska of 30− 35 mm/a394

(Larsen et al. 2005). A good fit has been found for an ice cap thickness of 200 m.395

To start, we simulate 2 ka of loading. Fleming et al. (2007) concluded that the influence of396

Last-Glacial Maximum ice loads was negligible over Iceland. In combination with the low viscos-397

ity profile employed, we deem 2 ka of loading to be sufficient to reach equilbrium for our case398

studies. We will assume equilibrium with the load prior to unloading, and then calculate the dis-399
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placement rates after 205 years of unloading. The rates are calculated as the difference between400

200 and 210 years after unloading, divided by 10 years. We use a spin-up of 10 ka in the NG401

simulations as described in Section 3.2, although we expect that this could be shorter (e.g. 2 ka)402

due to the presence of a low viscosity layer in that simulation. The runtime is 3-3.5 hours for the403

incompressible simulations, and 6-6.5 hours for the compressible NG run. In SM, runtimes are404

only a few seconds.405

Modelled horizontal displacement rates reach values of 5-7 mm/a, similar to those modelled406

by Elliott et al. (2010) for Alaska. The largest displacement rates of up to 6.8 mm/a are found for407

SM (Figure 6a.). We use SM as a reference, and compare it with all other models in Figure 6b. The408

effect of compressibility on the horizontal can be seen by comparing SM and SM-I, and amounts409

to about 1.5 mm/a at most, again showing that the effect of compressibility is not negligible in the410

horizontal (James & Lambert 1993; Mitrovica et al. 1994; Tanaka et al. 2011).411

The cartesian models all simulate displacement rates that differ less than 1.1 mm/a from SM412

(Figure 6b). Differences are 0.93 mm/a for the EF model, and 0.63 mm/a for the NG model. How-413

ever, the maximum in the difference to the EF model has also moved in the horizontal direction (it414

is now outside the load). This model nevertheless provides a minor improvement with respect to415

EF-I, although no as much as the NG model.416

These modelling technique-dependent differences can still be considered significant when417

compared to current precision and uncertainties of GNSS observations. Kierulf et al. (2021) show418

that horizontal velocities of GNSS networks can reach such precision already after 2-3 years of419

observations. Uncertainties of horizontal velocities meanwhile reach 0.5 mm/a for global GNSS420

solutions (Vardić et al. 2022) and, depending on the chosen noise model and further corrections,421

can be much less than 0.35 mm/a for regional ones (Lahtinen et al. 2019; Kierulf et al. 2021).422

5 STEPS TOWARDS A COMPRESSIBLE SPHERICAL FINITE ELEMENT MODEL423

Modelling the whole GIA process eventually requires including sea-level changes induced by424

the ice mass changes and the deformation, and their effect on deformation itself. Such inter-425

actions must be solved on a global scale with a spherical model. This spherical model should426
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Figure 6. Horizontal displacement rate for (a) SM, SM-I, NG, EF, and EF-I, and (b) differences of the

respective models with SM. The edge of the ice load is marked by a vertical grey dashed line.

ideally allow the implementation of lateral heterogeneous material parameters. Several fully or427

partially compressible spherical 3D models have already been developed. Latychev et al. (2005)428

implemented compressibility in a 3D GIA model, but only elastic compressibility was included.429

Martinec (2000) developed a spectral finite-element model for 3D visco-elastic relaxation in a430

spherical Earth, which was extended by Tanaka et al. (2011) to allow for compressibility. A 3D431

finite-element (FE) model by Zhong et al. (2003) was ameliorated by A et al. (2013) to achieve432

a fully compressible 3D FE model. Wong & Wu (2019) introduced a new approach by calculat-433

ing separately the change in body forces due to compressibility in iteration with the FE model.434

However, their approach is not yet applicable for realistic loadings.435

As the NG method is able to represent the compressible effects in a straight-forward way, we436

try to implement the NG method in spherical FE models. However, the limiting factor turns out to437
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be the explicit application of gravity loading. Gravity can be defined in the vertical direction for a438

cartesian model, but Abaqus does currently not have the option for gravity to be directed radially439

inward as is the case for a spherical body. Gravity can of course be implemented separately as a440

body force that is directed radially inward, but for the magnitude of the body force we need to441

manually compute the density, which changes as a result of compressibility (third term in equation442

1). In principle, we can calculate the dilatation and the corresponding density change for every443

time step and iterate. If we were to do this, we lose the advantage of the NG method, namely444

that Abaqus includes the load stiffness matrix (equation 11), and thereby automatically considers445

changes in density associated with changes in pressure (Freed et al. 2014). We suggest that, for446

complete simulations for a compressible spherical model, approaches such as those in Wong &447

Wu (2019) should be used, who solve the differential equations iteratively and apply the change in448

body force due to compressibility.449

6 CONCLUSION450

Cartesian models of Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) previously generated by Abaqus have ne-451

glected compressibility. Here, we extended a method for including compressibility in FE models452

using a geometrically non-linear formulation with explicit application of gravity (Hampel et al.453

2019), named NG. The method has the advantage that it includes compressibility in line with454

the GIA equation of motion. Compressibility (without self-gravity) is accounted for including the455

effect of dilatation on buoyancy forces when we decrease Poisson’s ratio below that of incom-456

pressible materials. We investigated the effect of two assumptions made in earlier studies, namely457

incompressibility and a cartesian Earth model (e.g., Ivins & James 1999; Larsen et al. 2003, 2004;458

Pagli et al. 2007; Schotman et al. 2008; Árnadóttir et al. 2009; Zwinger et al. 2020). We also in-459

vestigate material compressibility in the conventional method (e.g., Kaufmann et al. 2005; Steffen460

et al. 2006; Lund et al. 2009; Auriac et al. 2013; Nield et al. 2018; Marsman et al. 2021), which461

allows for material compression, but does not include the internal buoyancy force in the equation462

of motion. The conventional method has been named as EF.463

We considered the spherical normal mode model SM to simulate the full effect of compress-464
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ibility, and tested the effect of compressibility and material compressibility in the FE models NG465

and EF against it. The absolute effect of compressibility on the horizontal displacement is most466

evident at the ice margins, and increases for larger ice sheets in SM and NG. The effect of com-467

pressibility in the material compressible EF model shows no dependence on the size of the ice468

sheet, which indicates that compressibility is not represented well. For ice sheets below roughly469

200 km in radius, only considering material compressibility in the constitutive equation (Hooke’s470

law) is a reasonable approximation of full compressibility, although NG performs better even for471

small ice sheets. At the same time sphericity is found to be important for simulations that aim to472

model the horizontal displacement rates, and it can only be neglected for small (maximum ∼200473

km radius) ice sheets. While sphericity and self-gravity at least partly compensate each other in474

the vertical, we find that there is no such compensation for horizontal displacements. For larger475

ice sheets, horizontal displacements simulated by material compressible EF models perform better476

than compressible NG models as the missing full compressibility is partly compensated with the477

lack of sphericity.478

We investigated the applicability of the cartesian models in small scale GIA studies with large479

uplift rates due to recent unloading by simulating the horizontal displacement rates for a scenario480

representative for post-LIA uplift in Iceland, Alaska, and West Antarctica. Horizontal displace-481

ment rates of compressible and material compressible cartesian models differ from SM by 0.63 and482

0.93 mm/a, for NG and EF respectively. SM-I differs by 1.5 mm/a, and therefore performs worse483

than the cartesian models, highlighting the importance of using compressibility for modelling hor-484

izontal velocities of small-scale GIA. To conclude, we show that for small ice sheets results from485

cartesian models are sufficiently close to results when the full GIA equation of motion (including486

self-gravity) is solved, and the compressible cartesian NG model approach is acceptable (Table 4).487

Since most GNSS observations are available for long time spans even in such small-scale488

regions like Alaska, Iceland and NAP, the appropriate modelling approach has to be chosen before489

a comparison of modelled vs. observed horizontal velocities can be made. We see that for an ice490

sheet with a 222 km radius, the accuracy of the NG model is slightly above any GNSS precision491
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Table 4. An overview of the models in this study, where they are applicable and their computation time. The

values for the differences with SM are shown below the load for the compressible and material compressible

simulations for NG and EF, respectively.

Name Coord Can lateral

variations be

included?

Approximate

computation time

Difference with SM

(2 deg radius load)

Difference with SM

(10 deg radius load)

SM Spherical N ∼ seconds to few

minutes

- -

NG Cartesian Y 3-3.5 hours

(incompressible)

Up to 6.5 hours

(compressible)

hor disp: <2.5%

rate: 0.63 mm/yr

hor disp: >50%

EF Cartesian Y 3-3.5 hours

(material

compressible and

incompressible)

hor disp: 10-15%

rate: 0.93 mm/yr

hor disp: <25 %

and uncertainty. Hence, only smaller ice caps should be modelled with cartesian NG models when492

fitting horizontal velocities is the goal.493

Horizontal displacement rates are sensitive to mantle viscosity, and much can be learned from494

investigating them in small scale study areas like Alaska, Iceland, or West Antarctica (e.g., Ár-495

nadóttir et al. 2009; Samrat et al. 2020; Marsman et al. 2021). We tested the effect of compress-496

ibility in 1D models, but the cartesian models can accomodate 3D subsurface structures that are497

likely to exist. Finally, we attempted to implement the NG method in a spherical FE model, but498

found that the advantage of this method is lost, as a radial gravity distribution cannot be specified499

in Abaqus. Therefore, the change in buoyancy forces would have to be calculated outside the FE500

software as done by e.g. Wong & Wu (2019), conform the finding of Bängtsson & Lund (2008)501

that it is impossible to calculate the buoyancy force inside the FE software.502
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1 SOLVING THE EQUATIONS IN ABAQUS15

The governing equations are solved using a different solution method for the NG method. To be16

able to explain the differences with the EF method, we review how the finite element equations are17

solved within Abaqus. Abaqus solves for the following equation of motion (Hibbitt et al. 2016):18
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∇ · τ + f = 0, (S.1)

where f are the body forces. The equation of motion is solved using the weak formulation19

which replaces the equations for each of the three directions by a single equation. In order to20

generate the weak formulation, we multiply equation S.1 by a test function, here considered to be21

the ’virtual’ velocity field δv, which is an arbitrary field of sufficient continuity, and integrate over22

the domain. After some algebra we obtain:23

∫
S

t · δv +

∫
V

f · δvdV =

∫
V

τ : δDdV. (S.2)

Here, t is the surface traction per unit area at any point on the surface S, defined as t = n · τ .24

Furthermore, δD = sym{∇δv}, the symmetric part of the virtual velocity gradient. δD is also25

known as the virtual strain rate or the virtual rate of deformation. The colon ’:’ is the double dot26

product for tensors, where A : B = AijBij . We can replace the Cauchy stress tensor τ and the27

virtual strain rate δD in equation S.2 by any conjugate pairing of stress and strain, and choose a28

stress and strain that are defined relative to a reference volume V0 (Hibbitt et al. 2016). We arrive29

at the following equation:30

∫
S

t · δv +

∫
V

f · δvdV =

∫
V0

τ c : δεdV0. (S.3)

Here, δε is the virtual strain rate associated with δv, and τ c is the conjugate stress. The specific31

strain rate that we use for δε depends on the individual elements. Equation S.3 is then discretized32

by introducing shape functions N for the deformations u. For simplicity, we show the case for33

only two dimensions, so u contains u(x, y) and v(x, y) for the nodal displacement in x and in y,34

respectively. We get for eight nodal elements:35
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u(x, y) ≈
8∑

N=1

NN(x, y)ũN , (S.4)

v(x, y) ≈
8∑

N=1

NN(x, y)ṽN . (S.5)

Here ui and vi are the displacement at the nodes. In matrix form:36

u =

u(x, y)

v(x, y)

 =

 N1 0 N2 0 · · · · · ·

0 N1 0 N2 · · · · · ·





u1

v1

u2

v2

...

...



. (S.6)

Similarly, we obtain for the virtual velocity field δv:37

δv = NN δ̃v
N
. (S.7)

Here NN are the shape functions of row N , and δ̃v
N

is the N th element of the virtual velocity38

field at the nodes. δε is equal to39

δε = βN δ̃v
N
, (S.8)

where βN is the strain-displacement matrix. It is the derivative of NN with respect to the40

position:41

βN =


∂NN

∂x
0

0 ∂NN

∂y

∂NN

∂y
∂NN

∂x

 . (S.9)

We get from equation S.3 after cancelling the commen factor δ̃v
N

:42
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∫
V0

βN : τ cdV0 −
∫
S

NT
N · tdS −

∫
V

NT
N · fdV = 0. (S.10)

Here the superscript T refers to the transpose of NN . We can work this out further, using the43

definition for τ c:44

τ c = H : βM ũ
M . (S.11)

Here, H is a fourth order tensor containing material properties which is the proportionality45

constant in the stress-strain relation, and the summation is over node M . The equation of motion46

is now as follows:47

ũM
∫
V0

βN : H : βMdV0 =

∫
S

NT
N · tdS +

∫
V

NT
N · fdV, (S.12)

which is of the formKNMuM = fN solved by the FE software Abaqus, withKNM the stiffness48

matrix:49

KNM =

∫
V0

βN : H : βMdV0. (S.13)

This stiffness matrix is used by the Elastic Foundations method.50

2 SENSITIVITY TO THE SPHERICAL HARMONIC TRUNCATION LIMIT51

Normal mode model SM-I uses spherical harmonic (SH) degrees in the horizontal direction. In the52

main paper, the maximum amount of SH degrees is 256. Here, we test how much more accurate a53

cut-off degree of 512 is for our results in the horizontal. Increasing the maximum SH degree from54

256 to 512 only improves our results by 0.01 m at most, with this maximum difference situated55

around the ice edge (Figure S1). The maximum horizontal displacement is -11 m, and thus this56

difference is deemed insignificant for the results of this study.57
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Figure S1. Difference in modelled horizontal displacement after 10ka of loading with a disc load 222 km

in radius.

3 SPADA ET AL. (2011) BENCHMARK58

Our first benchmark was with results using the Earth model described in Spada et al. (2011). For59

this benchmark, we also used AFCAL, a spherical FE code that has been benchmarked in Martinec60

et al. (2018), and FastLove-HiDeg, a normal mode code which is validated in Spada et al. (2011).61

These two models are described in more detail below. The simulations for this benchmark consists62

of 4 Earth layers (5 boundaries), each divided into 12 FE elements in the vertical direction for the63

box models. Using 16 cores, a computation time is achieved of 16-18 hours for the incompressible64

runs with the box models. We compare the vertical displacement and subtract the value in the far65

field from the FE model results, as both FE box models in this study differ by about 1.5 meters in66

the far field. We perform this correction in the same way as Hampel et al. (2019), and the output67

of the box models is hence shown with respect to the upper right corner of the model.68
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3.1 Models used for the benchmark69

3.1.1 AFCAL70

The AFCAL model is a spherical axisymmetric FE model using elastic foundations (Wu & van der71

Wal 2003; van der Wal et al. 2010), and is used in benchmark A of Martinec et al. (2018). The72

viscous deformation is computed by ABAQUS, and the self-gravity is calculated by solving for73

the gravitational potential using the SH method in the Laplace domain. It contains a tangential74

resolution of 0.0625 degrees and a radial resolution of at least 4 elements per layer, double than75

what is used in Martinec et al. (2018), as the deformation due to the 2 degree load is found to76

be sensitive both to horizontal and the vertical resolution. Poisson’s ratio is set to 0.495, in order77

to prevent volumetric locking. The change in gravitational potential is applied as a force at the78

boundaries for the next iteration (as in Wu 2004). Four iterations are used, as was also done in79

Martinec et al. (2018).80

3.1.2 FastLove-HiDeg81

The normal mode code FastLove-HiDeg uses the multilayer matrix propagation method (Ver-82

meersen & Sabadini 1997), and has been benchmarked in Spada et al. (2011). This model will83

be used as a reference for all the other incompressible models. 512 SH degrees are used for the84

computation. The horizontal resolution of the model is 0.03125 degrees, which is mostly an over-85

sampling, since the resolution is effectively determined by the amount of SH degrees available in86

the model.87

3.2 Results88

The NMM codes SM-I and FastLove-HiDeg match excellently, and diferences are everywhere89

below 1 (Figure S2). The residual in the vertical displacement between the spherical FE model90

peak at the edge of the ice sheet with values just below 3%.91

The vertical displacements for the box models are expected to differ a little from the spherical92

models, but still match well, with differences below 3% under the ice sheet for four out of 5 ice93

sheet simulations. This is in agreement with Amelung & Wolf (1994) and Wu & Johnston (1998),94
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Figure S2. Vertical displacement for the incompressible models for a disc 2 degrees in extent (a), as well

as the difference in vertical displacement rate with FastLove-HiDeg (b). The bottom subplots show the

difference in vertical displacement between FastLove-HiDeg and NG-I (c) and box-EF (d), respectively, for

discs with 5 different radii. The ice edges are denoted by the dashed vertical lines.

who found that box models provide an acceptable level of accuracy in the vertical for ice sheets95

the size of the Fennoscandian ice sheet.96

4 SENSITIVITY TO THE EARTH MODEL97

The compressible spherical model SM needs many layers to be stable. Because of this, it employs98

PREM, with a resolution of 1 km in the vertical. This inherently results in differences compared to99

models that employ constant layer values, like Abaqus. The constant layer values can be approx-100

imated in SM-I, and compared with the incompressible PREM Earth model. This way, we can101

obtain more information on the sensitivity to the Earth model. Using the 10 ka loading scenario,102

differences in the horizontal displacement are fluctuating between 5 and 7% for the 222 km and103

1,111 km radius ice sheet, with a peak of 12% around the ice edge for the simulation with the104

larger ice sheet (Figure S3). Using the unloading scenario for the horizontal displacement rates,105
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Figure S3. Difference in horizontal displacement due to the Earth model approximation for the incompress-

ible ICEAGE model, using 10 ka of loading. When the absolute value of the original signal is below 1.5m,

the values are masked.

differences are found to be up to 10% close to the load center, decreasing to 5% just outside of the106

load (Figure S4).107
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Figure S4. Using the unloading scenario, (a) simulated horizontal displacement rate, and (b) differences in

horizontal displacement rate due to the Earth model approximation for the incompressible ICEAGE model.
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5 SENSITIVITY TO THE RESOLUTION OF THE FEM MODEL108

We test the effect of the vertical and horizontal resolution in our finite element models NG-I and109

EF-I. The vertical resolution shows little sensitivity to an increase in the vertical amount of seeds110

in a layer (Figure S5). There appears to be a little more sensitivity in NG-I as compared to EF-I,111

especially in the far field. We opt for 4 vertical seeds per Earth model layer in our box models, as112

5 vertical seeds is deemed unnecessary, and models with a resolution of 4 vertical seeds per Earth113

layer can still be run within reasonable computation time (∼ 4 hours).114

The horizontal resolution shows a higher sensitivity to the modelled horizontal displacement,115

and a clear visual improvement can be seen in Figure S6 when increasing the horizontal resolution116

in the high resolution region from 222 km to 27 km. NG-I and EF-I exhibit an almost identical117

sensitivity to the horizontal resolution. We decided to employ the finest horizontal resolution tested118

(27 km) in all other simulations of this paper.119

6 VOLUMETRIC STRAIN AFTER 10KA OF LOADING IN BOX-NG120

Compressibility is related to the dilatation of the elements, and the corresponding increase or121

decrease in density, assuming that the mass of each element is conserved. Therefore, we plot the122

volumetric strain, ∆V
V

, which is calculated as the sum of the three diagonal strain components:123

∆V

V
= ε11 + ε22 + ε33 (S.14)

There is compression under the ice load and expansion just outside of the ice load. The min-124

imum value of -15 for the volumetric strain implies a density increase of roughly 0.45 kg/m3
125

(average crustal density of 3000 kg/m3 multiplied with -15 ×10−5). This is reasonable, as the126

strain scales as |u|/wavelength (Pollitz 1997). In the case of 10 ka loading with a 1111 km radius127

load, the deformation is dominant in the vertical and about 200 m. The wavelength of the load128

is twice the radius and therefore equal to 2222 km. |u|/wavelength then roughly equals 200 m /129

2222 km which is equal to just under 1× 10−4, similar in magnitude to what is found here for the130

volumetric strain.131
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Figure S5. Difference in horizontal displacement after 10ka of loading for NG-I (a) and EF-I (b) due to

changing the amount of elements per layer, for the 1111 km radius disc load.

The Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Boundary (LAB) exhibits a clear boundary for the volumetric132

strain of the elements, as just above this boundary values are positive, and below we find negative133

values again. This implies that material in the uppermost layer of the mantle compresses more than134

the lowest elemental layer in the crust. The most negative strain is found just below the surface, as135

anticipated.136
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